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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS???

Children,

May this next marathon be, for the planet, a unique opportunity of liberation, before the
Armageddon precipitates itself with all its strength upon the planetary consciousness.

On the next days we will unite to all the praying beings of the Earth so that, from the Marian Center
of Aurora, a door of liberation, of salvation and of rescue to the most sinful and suffering souls of
this world be opened.

On the days of the marathon, we will unite to the liberating coordinates of Aurora, in connection
with Chaco and with the Middle East, with the intention of sending a great impulse to the planet
and, thus, to disarm the plans of the adversary of God, of converting this world into a land of
darkness, and the potential of love of the human heart into a potential of hatred and resentment,
which destroys the essence of humankind.

Children, the human beings are part of a single creation of God still very mysterious for yourselves
as well as for the universe. Its true potential has not manifested itself in any other human but in The
One who came to the world to show you the path of the human development, the ability of loving
and uniting to God and the love that transcends the laws of matter and that even defeats that law
which is, for many people, the only certainty of life on Earth, which is death.

If many believe that the only certainty they have is that they will die eventually, do you realize the
ignorance and the distance that the human heart is from the truth?

If you have had, before your eyes, the example of that One who defeated death thanks to the
profound Love of His Heart, your only certainty should be that you do not know anything about
yourselves and, for this reason, you should walk avidly to the development of love.

Are you not at least curious about what you could actually live and express if you came out of your
own smallness to launch yourself into the experience of the absolute love?

It is to show you a little of your potential of love that we send you in missions to forgotten places of
the world, and that we ask you to let go what you are doing to respond to a praying call which
dictates the true planetary need. Because in such moments you minimally experience what love is,
because you renounce to your own priorities to recognize the need of the planet.

I hope that on the next days you make the exercise of forgetting yourselves. Seek all the time to
provide the needs that present themselves both in the neighbor and in the material things. Do not
expect that others do for you a work that is reachable to your hands and, besides praying in union
with the missionaries, also live the spirit of selfless service and experience, for an instant, fraternity
and love. This experience, if it is lived with plenitude, will remain engraved in your consciousnesses
for all Eternity, in such a way that you will no longer be able to live in the same way, immersed in
your own selfishness. Love is the reason for the human existence and, when you experience it in a
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true way, you can longer be the same.

Launch yourselves into this simple adventure of self-discovering and, for some days, allow
yourselves to come out of own selves. Allow that in your faces runs the sweat of the sacrifice for
love to the Plan of God. Allow that in your hearts rises the most sincere request of mercy and that
from your mouths come out a word that converts itself into life, into liberation, into redemption and
into salvation to the planetary consciousness.

May, from Heaven, the Lord contemplate the points of light which expand themselves on Earth and
may in His Heart be a new hope of fulfilling His Project of Love.

Your Father and Companion, a Praying Being and Servant of all times,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


